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LANCE STEPHENS (born American), Lance Stephens (a.k.a. HakatRe®) is a Central Florida based
fashion designer whose roots are in art history, graphic design, multimedia and film. Having studied
digital media at the University of Central Florida, HakatRe® has taken his art history background of
25+ years and his love of fine art and high
fashion into uncharted territory, combining the
timeless styles of the ancient past with today's
rich and illustrious fabrics to create an entirely
unique fashion line which defies age and defines
elegance. As a designer and historian, HakatRe®
focuses on ancient Egyptian culture which he
calls "The source, the origin and the influence of
all high-fashion." With his passionate approach
to recreating the styling cues from that era, he
has produced stunning casual and formal wear,
some of which have not been seen or worn in
over three thousand years. The "Pharaoh of
Fashion" as he is called by his contemporaries,
HakatRe® embodies the best of both old & new.
The HakatRe® brand officially debuted in December 2014 and has since become a household name
within the Central Florida fashion connoisseurs. After having opened for some of Florida's most
prestigious fashion show venues such as Orlando International Fashion Week, HakatRe® has also
earned the title "Top 10 Designer" in the World famous Park Avenue Fashion Week - Emerging
Designer contest in November, 2015 - being selected only 6 months after the HakatRe® brand
debuted. In 2016, HakatRe® introduced its brand-new casual line, "Kemetians" which continues the
tradition of offering timeless fashion inspired by ancient Egyptian art. HakatRe reminds us... "That
which is timeless never goes out of style." Stay connected with Lance on Facebook: @lancestephens &
Instagram: @pharaoh_hakatre

